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Highlights
Secure Access spending is on the rise
The global
financial services
industry expects
to see positive
growth with
94% claiming
increases in
Secure Access
spending over
the next 18
months.

12%

Increase
by > 25%

Hybrid IT gains global multi-cloud push

6%

increased budget through 2021

There are increasing
investments in
data center, public
and private cloud.
Financial businesses
are clearly embracing
hybrid cloud models.

71%

Increase by < 5%

60%

Expected increased
investment in hybrid IT

46%

30%

Increase by >
5% - 15%

Increase by
>15% - 25%

Private cloud
Public Cloud
Data Center

66%

Endpoint and app exposures causing impactful access security incidents
Lack of confidence

Top Secure Access priorities

Top 5 access security incidents with high impact
Malware

60%
little to modest
confidence to
mitigate access
threats

Improve endpoint security,
remediation prior to access

96%

54%

Fortify network and cloud access
visibility and resource segmentation

93%

Refine privileged user or service
account-based access

92%

53%

Augment app workload delivery and
protection (e.g. microservices)

91%

53%

Enable access control consistency
across hybrid IT environments

91%

Unauthorized, compromised or unknown endpoint

Mobile or web application security exposure

53%

Unauthorized data access, data leakage
Unauthorized or vulnerable device use

A case for Secure Access tool consolidation
Financial firms use on
average 2.5 for each
secure access area

59%

2.5

Open to
reducing tools
and exploring
suites

SDP interest is growing
46%

Top 5 valued Secure Access tool capabilities

No current
SDP knowledge
or projects

25%

Plan to start
SDP project in
next 18 months

75%

More outsourcing: Top 5 today / 24 months comparison

Overall performance and scalability

94%

Data center and cloud platform support

94%

End User platform coverage (e.g. Native mobile OS)

38%

49%

43%

42%

29%

28%

94%

40.5%

32%

39%

37%

46%

47%

Breadth of authentication and SSO options for data
center and cloud access management

93%

Overall

Firewall
Management
(NGFW)

Identity Access
Management
(IAM)

Mobile Device
Management,
BYOD

Network Access
Control (NAC)

Depth of access context visibility, anomaly intelligence

93%

Cloud Access
Security Broker
(CASB)
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MSSP outsourced today

MSSP outsource over next 24 months

*percentage points
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Introduction
From banking and investments through to insurance,
pensions and stock brokering, the financial services industry
is going through unprecedented change. Challenger banks
and disruptive digital fintechs are forcing established
organizations to transform and embrace new technologies
and ways of working.
For many organizations this has meant a rapid growth
in mobile application development and use, for both
customers and employees. While financial services
companies are looking to create and acquire digital products
to improve their service offerings, they are also re-working
their internal infrastructures to improve agility and efficiency.
This double-edged approach to change is necessary, to
improve competitiveness, retain skills and pave the way for
future growth. However, it is not without its risks. As financial
organizations connect old silos and mobilize the workforce,
they are reshaping the network perimeter.
Increased connectivity and endpoints mean increased
points of access and a greater potential for either intentional
or accidental disruption to network resources. Financial
services businesses are not immune.
A critical component for companies to enable increased
connectivity and mobile workforce productivity, while
stemming the tide and scope of security breaches is the use
of Secure Access technology. Secure Access, which applies
Zero Trust tenets, aims to safeguard data, assets and services
by controlling who and what is authorized to use them and
how that access is protected.
This umbrella category covers a wide range of tools from
Firewalls (NGFW), Virtual Private Networks (VPN), Network
Access Control (NAC), Cloud Access Security Brokers
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(CASB) and Mobile Device Management, to Multi-factor
Authentication (MFA), Privileged Access Management (PAM),
Software Defined Perimeter (SDP) and others.
To gain sharper insight into this changing and growing area
of IT security for the global financial services industry, IDG
Connect conducted a survey on behalf of PulseSecure to gauge
activity and perceptions across regions. This report illustrates
the current landscape and extent of enterprise Secure Access
challenges, practices and risks, as well as the application of
technologies within financial services to reduce exposures due
to endpoint and IoT security threats, unauthorized access, and
inconsistent data protection controls.
We surveyed over 300 senior security decision makers and
influencers across midsize and large financial services firms
in the US, UK and DACH (Germany, Austria and Switzerland)
countries to understand:
• Current IT deployment models
• Access challenges, issues and impact
• Practices, controls and tools used to address access
exposures
• Secure Access tool usage and value
• The degree of confidence respondents have in their ability
to mitigate risks
• How financial services plan to invest to fortify access
defences and capabilities
The survey findings and related insights aim to empower
financial business leadership and IT security professionals to
examine how their organizations are enabling accessibility
while mitigating security risks.
Note: the full global report, including survey demographic
details, is available at https://www.pulsesecure.net/
resource/2019-state-of-enterprise-secure-access/
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Hybrid IT
IT’s a developing hybrid World

Planned IT delivery investment

40%

Financial services’ preferred IT
service deliver model

Data Center and
Public Cloud

32%

Private Cloud
Public Cloud
Data Center

Data Center,
Private Cloud
and Public
Cloud

42%

29%

18%
43%
24%

23%

27%

7%
6%

40%
20%

Significant
increase (> 10%)

15%

3%
3%
4%

Decrease
(1-10%)

Significant
decrease (> 10%)

20%

Moderate
increase (1-10%)

No Change
or not used

Data Center and
Private Cloud

To understand the operating environments of financial
services businesses, we first asked about their preferred
IT service delivery models. The resounding answer that
came back was that they live in a hybrid world with nearly
every single respondent saying they have a combination
of on-premise datacenter and some form of cloud delivery
capability – be that in the form of private cloud or public
cloud platform with SaaS applications.
Currently, a combination of data center and public cloud
dominate (40%), with 32% claiming they run hybrid data
center, private and public cloud infrastructures. Over the
next 18 months we would expect the balance to shift slightly,
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with increased investments in private (72%) and public (67%)
cloud. However, with data centers also expecting to see
around 61% growth in spending, this won’t be a dramatic
shift. On the flip side, the figures show an expected decrease
in data center investment by as much as 19%.
The research suggests financial services businesses are
developing infrastructure at a rapid pace, transforming
organizational structures to accommodate digitalization
and changing business processes. As a result, financial
organizations should be concerned about increasing
complexity and expanding the network perimeter further
without a sufficient Secure Access strategy in place.
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Incidents
Fallout from access security incidents is big and broad
Financial services is understandably a popular target for
cybercriminals. As organizations digitally transform and their
perimeters increase, so the risks intensify. We asked financial
businesses what are the common contributors to access
security incidents they have encountered?
Unsurprisingly perhaps, malware is the biggest contributor,
with over half of organizations (59%) claiming that it has had
a big impact over the past 12 months. However, how that
malware infiltrated the network is reflected in the make-up of
other incidents with 54% of financial firms claiming problems
with unauthorized or compromised endpoints and 53%

adding mobile and web application exposures. A further 53%
complained of unauthorized data access and data leakage,
with another 53% adding they have experience incidents with
unauthorized or vulnerable devices.
The figures indicate a widespread risk of vulnerabilities
in access security and with trends, such as BYOD and the
decentralization of app purchasing potentially impacting
overall control of network access, the vulnerabilities to
malware and data losscould deepen. It also suggests more
work is required in authentication and encryption to reduce
risk of unauthorized network access and data theft.

Top five access security incidents with high impact
Unauthorized data access, data leakage

Malware

53%

59%
Unauthorized, compromised or unknown endpoint

Unauthorized or vulnerable device use

54%
Mobile or web application security exposure

53%
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53%
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Control Gaps
How weak are your defences?
Nearly half of all financial services organizations admit
to having significant gaps in their defenses, as well as
their abilities to mitigate breaches. It’s a worrying picture,
especially around mobility and device authorization. With
so many organizations claiming they have weak device
access and configuration compliance (47%), uncoordinated
authorization (46%), inconsistent, incomplete enforcement
(46%) and mobile computing exposure (46%), are they
putting their infrastructures, as well as customer data, at
serious risk?
Given that financial services is one of the most regulated
industries in the world this is a major concern and needs
to be addressed. Also, with nearly half (45%) also claiming
application availability gaps, it’s a worry for business
continuity. Financial firms that do not revisit access security
administration and controls will be prone to increased
unauthorized access, privacy compliance and sensitive data
leakage risks.

Top five access control gaps with significant to high impact

47%

46%

46%

46%

45%

Weak device access,
configuration compliance

Uncoordinated
authorization

Inconsistent, incomplete
enforcement

Mobile computing
exposure

Application availability
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Operational Capacity
Top threat mitigation areas lacking confidence
Automate DevOps app delivery

Orchestrate dynamic access authentication and protection

65%

70%
Enable and enforce BYOD access

Provision and maintain directory services

64%

69%
Define app, data, and resource access and protection requirements

66%
Confidence in ability to mitigate access threats is unacceptably low
Despite having taken many steps and invested quite heavily
in tools and preventative measures, approximately 60% of
financial services organizations on average have admitted
little to modest confidence in mitigating access threats.
Just over two thirds of organizations (70%) claim a lack
of confidence in automating DevOps app delivery, a
key function in bringing teams together to collaborate
over software development, ensuring, in theory at least,
greater cohesion and robustness. Does this mean financial
applications are being developed in isolation and not always
built with all departments and mobility in mind?
Given the rapid growth of mobility and smartphone
capability, it is perhaps unsurprising that financial services
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companies have expressed a lack of confidence in dealing
with BYOD access (69%). Two thirds of respondents (66%)
are also lacking confidence in defining application, data
and resource access protection needs, while 64% are not
confident in maintaining directory services.
The overall picture is one of multiple pain points. With a lack
of confidence in such key areas of access security, financial
services businesses are leaving themselves vulnerable. Having
confidence in endpoint compliance and access remediation
demands secure access solutions that can work across
multiple infrastructures and systems, again with visibility of
all endpoints, as well as automation to manage remedial tasks
efficiently. Building confidence and capability is critical.
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IT Priorities
Financial firms face multiple priorities in access security initiatives
Where are financial services companies placing most
emphasis on Secure Access initiatives? A number of
areas score highly but the top priorities are improving
endpoint security and remediation prior to access (96%),
fortifying network and cloud access visibility and resource
segmentation (93%), refining privileged user or service,
account-based access (92%), augmenting app workload
delivery and protection (91%) and enabling access control
consistency across hybrid IT environments (91%).

where there is a degree of low confidence. Understandably
improving endpoint security is a top priority. As we saw
earlier, unauthorized, compromised or unknown endpoints
was an issue for over half of respondents (54%).
What is clear is that across the board, financial businesses
have a variety of very significant issues to address and
priorities need to match. Each organization has to revisit
its security administration and controls and set a plan of
action or be open to increased risk of unauthorized access
and data breaches.

To a certain extent, the priorities match areas where
financial firms see access control gaps but also areas

Top 5 secure access priorities

96%

Improve endpoint
security, remediation
prior to access

93%

Fortify network and
cloud access visibility
and resource segmentation

92%

Refine privileged
user or service
account-based
access
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91%

Augment app
workload delivery
and protection (e.g.
microservices)

91%

Enable access
control consistency
across hybrid IT
environments
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Tool Considerations
Buyers sacrifice efficiency in Secure Access tools?
What are the key features buyers are looking for in security
access tools? Pretty much everything. From depth of access
context visibility and anomaly intelligence (95%) through
to overall performance and scalability (94%) and identity
and endpoint access management features (92%), financial
firms are clearly trying to cover a lot of bases when it
comes to managing access security. With buyers aligning
more with business decision makers, improving end user
experience and platform coverage is understandable.

business continuity. They want to be confident in managing
endpoints and mitigating against threats across the
organization.
According to respondents, secondary features include
data center and cloud platform support (92%), which is
understandable given the rise in hybrid IT environments,
and breadth of authentication and SSO options for data
center and cloud access management (92%). The least
important feature, or one that respondents feel should
be standard anyway, is ease of administration. Clearly the
figures show financial business buyers want to ensure they
have the best tools for the job but seem willing to sacrifice,
to some extent, efficient operations.

However, the tools required reflect the increasing
complexity many buyers are facing when it comes to
access management. With complexity and multiple IT
delivery models, it’s clear financial firms are looking for

Most valued tool attributes

95%

94%

93%

92%

92%

Depth of
access context
visibility,
anomaly
intelligence

Overall
performance
and scalability

End user
platform
coverage
(e.g. Native
mobile OS)

End user
experience

Identity
and endpoint
access
management
features
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Tool Consolidation
Number of Secure Access tools by category

3.6

Virtual Private
Network (VPN)

3.3

Network Access
Control (NAC)

3.1

Next Generation
Firewall (NGFW)

Multiplicity of tools leads to complexity
Of the 13 secure access tools featured in our survey,
financial organizations are using, on average 2.5
tools of each type. As the chart shows, this is over
three and a half tools for VPN and over three tools
for NAC. Next Generation Firewall (3.1) and web
application firewall (2.7) are not far behind.
The overall picture is one of multiple overlapping
tools. This underlines the way that organizations
have amassed a variety of duplicate Secure
Access tools or capabilities by way of addressing
new threats, feature activation, decentralized
purchasing authority, compliance requirements
or acquisition. The result is a concoction of tools
leaving managers to cobble together a piecemeal
access security strategy in order to support their
distributed environment and organizational needs.
This has led to inevitable complexities. With the
evolving digital nature of financial services, with
increased automation and mobilization, ensuring
networks are secure is a challenge. It’s time for
enterprises to consider tool consolidation and
standardizing on integrated platforms.
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2.7

Web Application
Firewall (WAF)

2.6

Mobile Security
(MDM, EMM)
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Software Defined Perimeter

2%

Rising with projects starting
Interest in Software Defined Perimeter (SDP) technologies
for multi-cloud access is clearly growing. SDP enables
secure access directly between the user and their device
to the application and resource. Like perimeter-based VPN
technology, SDP invokes user, device and security state
authentication controls before and during an authorized,
protected connection.

16. Disclosure

23%

Unfamiliar
with SDP or
unknown

No current
SDP projects

When asked, to what extent do you and your organization
anticipate implementing SDP technologies to enable
application-based access security, nearly two thirds of
financial companies (62%) claimed they will start an SDP
project in the next 18 months.
While 25% claim they are either unfamiliar or have no
planned projects at the moment, 13% claim they will look at
SDP beyond 18 months. Interest and anticipated growth of
SDP likely reflects IT adoption and investment in multi-cloud
environments.
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13%
Plan SDP
project/pilot
beyond 18
months

62%
Plan to start SDP
project/pilot in
next 18 months
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Platform Value
Tools considered as best suited for Secure Access platform

42%

Cloud Access Security
Broker (CASB)

40%

39%

39%

38%

Web Application
Firewall (WAF)

Identity Access
Management (IAM)

Next Generation
Firewall (NGFW)

Network Access Control
(NAC)

Financial services firms consider platform advantages
Financial organizations use a variety of access security tools based
on solving specific issues with mobile devices, compliance and
remote access. However, using multiple tools can impact consistent
access control coverage, threat discovery and timely incident
resolution. We therefore asked the question, Which tools do you
perceive would provide value to your organization if delivered within
an integrated Secure Access platform/suite versus a separate tool?
While overall 46% of financial services organizations are open to
exploring access security within a platform environment, over half
of respondents selected five tools which they are open to explore
within a platform – cloud access security broker (42%), web
application firewall (40%), identity access management (39%), next
generation firewall (39%) and network access control (38%).
As highlighted in the tools section, financial businesses should
assess their current Secure Access tool portfolio: the degree of
redundant or limited capabilities of each tool and respective means
to satisfy business and audit requirements. Beyond coverage,
visibility, control and management functionality, Secure Access
suites can yield demonstrable integration, administrative, support
and cost benefits.
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Outsourcing
Managed services are alive and kicking and set to grow
Utilizing Managed Security Service Providers (MSSPs) is an
understandably attractive option to those financial services
companies lacking either in confidence, expertise, time and
funds. However, to what extent are they turning to MSSPs to
fortify or outsource their access security capacity?
We asked our audience what types of Secure Access
functions they outsource today and what they plan to
outsource in the near-term future?
To a certain extent you would expect the answers to match
areas where organizations had limited confidence. Given
earlier statistics [see Operational Capacity section] that
round two thirds of respondents cited a lack of confidence
with orchestrating dynamic access authentication and
defining application and data protection requirements,

it’s no surprise that so many financial firms have turned
to MSSPs to handle their firewall management (43%) and
identity access management (42%), for example.
In the next 24 months, more financial services
organizations anticipate increasing use of MSSP services,
with 46% planning to outsource BYOD and a further
47% expecting to outsource NAC. There is also expected
outsourcing growth for remote and cloud access security
(42%), firewall management (39%) and identity access
management (37%).
What the research is showing is that financial services
firms are looking to use MSSPs to not just help cover
gaps in knowledge and resource, but also to shape
access security strategies.

Top secure access functions currently outsourced

Now

In 24 months

38%

49%

43%

42%

36%

29%

Overall

Cloud Access
Security Broker
(CASB)

Firewall
Management
(NGFW)

Identity Access
Management
(IAM)

Remote and Cloud
Access Security
(VPN+)

Mobile Device
Management,
BYOD

40.5%

47%

46%

42%

39%

37%

Overall

Network Access
Control (NAC)

Mobile Device
Management,
BYOD

Remote and Cloud
Access Security
(VPN+)

Firewall
Management
(NGFW)

Identity Access
Management
(IAM)
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Investment
The future is healthier for Secure Access investment
Overall 94% of financial services companies see an increase
in Secure Access budgets over the next 18 months, with
the majority (46%) seeing 5-15% growth. A further 30%
see growth in spending of 15-25% with 12% expecting to
see growth at over 25%. This all points towards financial
organizations seeing a clear benefit in progressing their
secure access capabilities.

3%
6%

Given increasingly mobile workforces, growth in cloud
adoption and the demand for more digital services and
software delivery for customers, for example, financial services
businesses are clearly responding by allocating funds towards
Secure Access tools. However, these organizations need to
ensure that funds are well spent and they are not throwing
good money at old processes and methods.

1%

None Today, But Plan
to Initiate Spend

Decrease by
< 5%

1%

Decrease by
5%-15%

Increase by
< 5%

12%

Increase by
>25%

Secure
Access
spending
is on the
rise

30%

Increase by
15-25%

Percentage of respondents
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46%

Increase by
5%-15%
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Conclusion
It’s time to re-think secure access strategies
The network perimeter is certainly not dead. What is clear
from the research is that all financial services firms are
facing threats, from malware, unauthorized and vulnerable
devices, insecure endpoints and data leaks. There are gaps in
defenses and in many cases a lack of confidence in plugging
the holes, especially around BYOD. Organizational growth,
changing work patterns, with increased mobility and remote
access plus the shifting demands of customers for digital
services is reshaping the financial services perimeter. It’s
becoming more fluid, more vulnerable and this a major
concern.
As access to data center apps and resources continue to
migrate to the cloud to meet the changing needs of workers,
so financial companies have to rethink how they secure this
evolving, complex, hybrid IT network. The challenge is to design
a Secure Access strategy that meets the needs of a modern
financial workforce and rapidly digitizing environments.
What is clear from the research is that organizations need
to re-work their Secure Access strategies to meet these
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challenges. The alternative is continued security incidents with
increasingly costly and damaging downtime.
So, how can financial companies improve access
security without breaking the bank? By focusing on tool
consolidation and platform development, while utilizing
MSSPs to plug holes in knowledge and resources to ensure
strong network defenses, organizations will go a long way in
getting better value from their investments.
Certainly, there needs to be greater coordination and
understanding of what will and won’t work in mitigating
against threats. Despite considerable investment in tools and
services already, complexity and orchestration challenges are
leading to reduced confidence in dealing with access risks.
Now is a good a time as any for financial companies to address
those issues by revisiting secure access strategies, to reassess protection requirements, processes, control coverage,
capacity and technology in order to prevent exposures and
have confidence in mitigating those access risks.
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Disclosure
Details of this report
DACH demographics
IDG Connect surveyed more than 293 individuals that had been involved in information security management,
processes and technology purchase decisions in the previous 12 months, at organizations with over 1,000 staff.
Over half held positions as directors or managers of information security, network security or security operations.
Sponsor: Pulse Secure, LLC
Pulse Secure provides easy, comprehensive software-driven Secure Access solutions for people, devices, things
and services that improve visibility, protection and productivity for our customers. Our suites uniquely integrate
cloud, mobile, application and network access to enable hybrid IT in a Zero Trust world. Over 20,000 enterprises
and service providers across every vertical entrust Pulse Secure to empower their mobile workforce to securely
access applications and information in the data center and cloud while ensuring business compliance. Learn more
at www.pulsesecure.net.
Research: IDG Connect
IDG Connect is a division of International Data Group (IDG), the world’s largest technology media company.
Established in 2006, it utilizes access to 44 million decision makers’ details to unite technology marketers with
relevant targets from 147 countries around the world. Committed to engaging a disparate global audience with
truly localized messaging, IDG Connect also publishes market-specific thought leadership papers on behalf of its
clients and produces research for B2B marketers worldwide. Visit www.idgconnect.com
Attribution
Use of this report and the respective data, in whole or in part, must be unaltered and must reference the sources as:
“2020 State of Enterprise Secure Access – DACH Edition” by IDG Connect and Pulse Secure.
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